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THE CORNERSTONES OF THE KNOWLEDGE
BOOM
➢Ability to make scientific observations and
experiments
➢Macrocosm (deep universe, new galaxies, high energy
cosmic rays, black holes, cosmology)
➢Microcosm (molecular biology, nano-science, MEMS)

➢Computational capability
➢Applied mathematics
➢Modeling
➢Complex systems
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THE IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
MACHINE LEARNING
➢ Machines and Computers and Codes are more efficient than humans
➢ The labor market is closed for jobs that used to be performed by humans
only a few years ago
➢ The professional education is good only for a restrict period of time
➢ It is more important to develop autonomy and ability to discover new ways
than training in some specific profession
➢ The key courses should provide the most basic knowledge allowing for the
life in a world in upheaval

PHILOSOPHICALLY, INTELLECTUALLY—IN EVERY
WAY—HUMAN SOCIETY IS UNPREPARED FOR THE RISE
OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.
Henry Kissinger
Philosophers and others in the field of the humanities who helped
shape previous concepts of world order tend to be disadvantaged,
lacking knowledge of AI’s mechanisms or being overawed by its
capacities. In contrast, the scientific world is impelled to explore the
technical possibilities of its achievements, and the technological world
is preoccupied with commercial vistas of fabulous scale. The incentive
of both these worlds is to push the limits of discoveries rather than to
comprehend them. And governance, insofar as it deals with the
subject, is more likely to investigate AI’s applications for security and
intelligence than to explore the transformation of the human condition
that it has begun to produce.

CREATING LIFE

Only with four nitrogenous
bases and a messenger life was
created. The diversity of
expressions is uncountable

IS IT POSSIBLE TO SELECT FOUR KEY BASIC KNOWLEDGE AND
THREE SELECTED LANGUAGES TO BUILD UP ALL KINDS OF
HUMAN ACTIVITY?
Transformation
Processes

Basic Knowledge

Languages

B-100 - Energy

L-101 – Language and signs

B-101 - Matter

L-102 – Mathematics and
computation

B-102 - Philosophy
B-103 – Anthropology

L-103 - Arts

Medicine
Cosmology
Geology
Vehicles
Computers
Drugs
Laws
............

Harvard Requirements - General Education

THE ERA OF CULTURAL SHOCK
More than the era of knowledge the present
times may be best characterized by the speed of
the scientific and technological advancement.
Past and future converge into present producing
what we may translate as a shock wave. We are
living in the era of cultural shock.
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SURFING IS THE PROPER WAY TO
MOVE ALONG A SHOCK WAVE

SURFING IS NOT A NEW SWIMMING STYLE BUT
REQUIRES NEW SKILLS.
A BOARD IS NECESSARY
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THE CHALLENGES OF THE NEW ERA
• There is no much time to think and take decisions

• It is necessary to undertake risks
• It is necessary to be prepared to make quick changes in orientation

• It is necessary to challenge traditional rules and fight for new and more
flexible statutes adequate to the present times
• It is necessary to find a suitable board

• Anyway it is necessary to be prepared to fall down and get up again
• There is no unique solution
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Knowledge Beyond the Pure Rational Framework
Albert Einstein
"The finest emotion of which we are capable is the mystic emotion. Herein lies the germ
of all art and all true science. Anyone to whom this feeling is alien, who is no longer
capable of wonderment and lives in a state of fear is a dead man. To know that what is
impenetrable for us really exists and manifests itself as the highest wisdom and the
most radiant beauty, whose gross forms alone are intelligible to our poor faculties - this
knowledge, this feeling ... that is the core of the true religious sentiment. In this sense,
and in this sense alone, I rank myself among profoundly religious men."
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